Introduction
our knowledge of the history of medicine in Islamic civilisations is still lamentably limited. even the most influential classical texts, such as haly abbas' Kāmil al-Ṣinā'a (late tenth century), still await comprehensive critical editions, let alone reliable translations into Western languages, which would make these writings available to a wider readership of historians not specialising in Middle eastern philology.1 We should therefore not be surprised to find statements to the effect that certain singular empirical or conceptual innovations did not produce any echo in the subsequent literature -an assessment perhaps based on the fact that later, 'minor' texts have escaped the attention of historians of medicine? This observation should caution us against taking those claims at face value. a good example of such oversight is the case of Ibn al-nafīs' description of the pulmonary transit of the blood, which is the main subject of this chapter. Ibn al-nafīs' text was brought to the attention of modern western readers in the 1930s thanks to a dissertation by an egyptian medical student in berlin and freiburg, Muḥyī el-dīn el-Taṭāwī (1896-1935),2 and as late as 2008, two leading Turkish historians of medicine claimed that 'in the Muslim world, there was no physician who became aware of this discovery; they did not utter a word about it'.3 almost twenty years earlier, economic historian peter gran had published an extensive study on a well-known nineteenth-century scholar from egypt, Ḥasan al-'aṭṭār (1766-1835), where indeed we find a lengthy quotation from Ibn al-nafīs' description of the pulmonary passage in a text written in damascus around 1813.4 It needs to be said, however, that this quotation had been taken out of its medical context and found itself buried in a book on the socio-economic history of early modern egypt, where it, too, escaped the attention of medical historians.5 
), 'Ali ibn abi l-Ḥazm al-Qarshī Ibn al-Nafīs (d. 687/1288). Texts and Studies
(frankfurt: 1997) 1-25. While Tatawi subsequently pursued a clinical career and died in 1935, at the age of 38, his egyptian colleague of german origin, Max Meyerhof, made his work known through a series of articles in international academic journals. The earliest report is Meyerhof M., "el-Tatawi, Mohyi el-din: der lungenkreislauf nach el-koraschi". Mitteilungen zur Geschichte der Medizin und der Naturwissenschaften 30 (1931) 55-57. he subsequently edited and translated the relevant passages in Meyerhof M., "Ibn an-nafis und seine Theorie des lungenkreislaufs", Quellen und Studien zur Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften und der Medizin 4 (1933) 37-88 [7+15 pp. arabic text] .
3 kâhya e. -demirhan erdemir a., Medical Studies and Institutions in the Ottoman Empire (with brief information about the scientific studies) (ankara: 2008) 29. The particular irony of this remark will become apparent below, when we discuss a Turkish text from the seventeenth century dealing with Ibn al-nafīs' idea, written by the ottoman court physician Şemsettin İtaki, who does indeed discuss these ideas at some length. This text was studied and edited by one of the authors of the above quotation, esin kahya. however, the quoted remark does not occur in the Turkish edition of their survey published on the occasion of the 700th anniversary of the ottoman empire, where they offer an otherwise almost identical presentation of Ibn al-nafīs, eadem, Osmanlıdan Cumhuriyete Tıp ve Sağlık Kurumları (ankara: 2000) 57-58.
